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On 14th may 2020, an unstoppable historic “E-YOUTH PARLIAMENT” on the
topic UNIFORM CIVIL CODE was organized by CREDENCE CLUB of RUKMINI
DEVI INSTITUTE OF ADVANCE STUDIES. The event continued for three hours and
was held on video conferencing Application “GOOGLE MEET “. In this mega
event, in all 80 registrations were received out of which 70 students participated
whole heartedly and with great enthusiasm.
The parliamentary session commenced by the joining of the judges MA’AM
SHUCHI DIKSHIT, MA’AM KOMAL JAIN, from the student panel AKARSH
SRIVASTAVA (speaker) and AMAN SHARMA (Deputy Speaker) .
The event started with a welcome speech given by the respected speaker of the
17th LOK SABHA, AKARSH SRIVASTAVA. It was accompanied by the melodious
NATIONAL ANTHEM.
The procedure of the session started with the ROLE CALL by the DEPUTY
SPEAKER – AMAN SHARMA. Opening statements were called by the speaker
where 20 MP’S were followed by the PRIME MINISTER Mr. NARENDER MODI
who raised his voice against the present importance and requirements of UCC.
Meanwhile few POI’S (point of information), POO’S (point of order) and
Parliamentary queries from other MP’S were entertained by the SPEAKER and
rest were communicated through CHITS which was enables by making What’s
App group. Also groups were made for both the sides for discussions.
Rahul Gandhi, Sonia Gandhi, Shashi Tharoor, Assaduddin Owaisi and few more
quoted that it would be a mad government for applying UCC without having the
consent of minorities. Whereas, the MP’S from ruling party like Anupriya Patel,
Prahlad Joshi , G Krishan Reddy quoted their saying by the slogan “one nation ;
one law” and also said that it promotes gender parity , supports national
integration moreover it provide equal status to all citizens . Moving on
Adhiranjan Chaudhary was the last speaker who said that it is practically tough
to come up with a common set of rules for personal issues moreover BJP
government only works for the Hindu’s and oppressed the minorities.
Then the Parliament proceeded to the private session of 10 minutes where both
the ruling and opposition party discussed on the various motion. Afterwards the
head speaker ask the government to raise the motion but ruling party failed to
do so may be due to some network issues meanwhile the MP Assaudin Owaisi
from opposition party strongly raised the motion on “ SOCIAL IMPACT OF UCC
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ON MINIORITIES “ and the motion get approved through voting .
Moving on the PRIME MINISTER passes the bill on UNIFORM CIVIL CODE
encoded with various clauses including Halala, Polygamy, Bigamy, Dowry ,Triple
Talaq and much more but due to network failure it was not communicated well
and the opposition protest by turning off their video cameras and microphone
and when bill was passed by the head speaker opposition revert back by walking
out from the session .
The session was ended by the striking and strong words by speaker AKARSH
SRIVASTAVA who showed his concern by saying “ whenever the motion of
equality should rise ; it shouldn’t count any gender, caste, creed or religion !
BUT still after the 70 years of freedom our Muslim and Hindu womem’s are
abandoned from their RIGHT TO LIVE”
The results declared were as follows:
Best Delegate: Rahul Gandhi (Mohammad Azhar)
High Commendation: Sonia Gandhi (Mehak Jain)
High Commendation: Nitin Gadkari (Pulkit Bajaj)
Special Mentions: Narendra Modi (Prashant Sharma)
Special Mentions: Adhiranjan Chowdhary (Khushansh Arora)
Special Mentions: Shashi Tharoor (Piyush Goyal)

IT WAS A SUCCESSFUL PARLIAMENT SESSION.
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